
Patient #1 Patient #2 Patient #3 Patient #4 
Observer Observations (indicate with ):                 
    
-Did the nurses introduce themselves?                             

-Was the nurse’s name updated on the 

white board? __     

-Was patient consent obtained?  ___                                        

-Was “Background” Info discussed?  ___                                 

-Was visual safety check completed?  ___                                

-Were relevant “Assessment” factors 

discussed?  ___           

-Were relevant “Recommendation” 

factors discussed? __   

Other comments/observations: 

__________________________________
__________________________________
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Observer Observations (indicate with ):                 
    
-Did the nurses introduce themselves?                               

-Was the nurse’s name updated on the 

white board? __     

-Was patient consent obtained?  ___                                        
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Staff Feedback (recorded by Observer): 
What went well? ____________________________________________________             
_________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________               
What did you find challenging? _________________________________________             
_________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________              
How can the reference tool/process be improved? _________________________             
_________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________              
 

Patient/Family Comments (Recorded by Observer): 
Do you like having the change of shift report completed at your bedside?_______             
___________________________________________________________________             
Did you feel that you were included in the discussion? _______________________             
___________________________________________________________________             
Is it helpful to you to be included in the bedside report? _____________________             
___________________________________________________________________             
Are you comfortable with the nurses discussing your diagnosis at the bedside? ____________________________________________________     
       ________________________________________________________________     
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